Scattering of the fundamental shear horizontal mode in a plate when incident at a through crack aligned in the propagation direction of the mode.
A study of the scattering of the fundamental guided wave SH(0) at a through-thickness narrow notch directed along the wave's propagation in a plate is presented. The results are obtained from Finite Element simulations and experimental measurements. Good agreement is found between the simulations and the measurements. The results are shown for a range of crack lengths and shapes. The scattered wave field consists of the reflected and diffracted SH(0) mode and also contributions from mode conversions to the S(0) mode. It is found that the coefficient of direct reflection of the SH(0) mode has an undulating nature depending on the length of the crack. This is caused by interference phenomena that are related to the interaction of different surface wave types generated on the crack surfaces and their diffractions at both tips of the crack. It is shown that the dominating part of this reflection is generated by the delayed "Rayleigh type" surface waves reflected from the far tip of the crack.